CHAPTER XL.
The conduct which is brought home to Mr. McLane upon the authority of his early and constant friend is submitted to the reader without animadversion or even comment on my part. Most sincerely do I regret the obligation imposed on me by considerations which I am not at liberty to disregard to add what remains to be told of our subsequent intercourse and in doing so to record, unavoidably, what additional favours he allowed himself to ask and to receive at the hands of a still confiding friend, against whom whilst absent from the country and whilst struggling for political existence, he had found himself capable of aiming a blow which promised to be more fatal than any which the most embittered enemies could wield against him. This will be done with as much brevity as the grave public transactions out of which they arose and with which they were connected will admit of. Moreover, what I have further to say being with full knowledge of the treatment I have received, the reader will not need to be reminded of his right and duty to make all proper allowance for the influence of that knowledge upon, the tone and temper of the narrative. Let him also be the judge of the success of my endeavors to say as little as possible and to say that with calmness and moderation. It will naturally be thought strange that the communication made to me by Mr. Blair and the remarkable reply to my interrogatory by General Jackson did not impress me with more caution in regard to further intercourse with Mr. McLane. The only excuses I can give for the heedlessness of my subsequent course are to be found in the hope I cherished that Mr. Blair's views of the matter, (a gentleman whom I did not then know a thousandth part as well as I afterwards knew him), were under the influence of prejudice, and the promise I made to General Jackson to pass the matter by—a promise which when made, it was not in my nature to observe half-way. But whatever may be thought of this explanation, the fact requires me to admit the interference on my part alluded to in Major Lewis' statement to appease the unfriendly feelings which had been excited in his breast against Mr. McLane. This must have been almost immediately after the course to be pursued had been agreed upon between General Jackson and myself and it adds another to the singular features of our intercourse that the first of my new series of efforts to serve Mr. McLane should have been to soothe irritation caused 592
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